Mac Court Center
Jaqua Center
Structured Study

• No. of Student-Athletes Approx. = 500

• NCAA Best Practice – Min. 4hrs per week one-on-one tutoring for At-Risk. SSA = 8hrs per week. (NCAA, 2012)

• Below 2.60 – Weekly meetings with advisor. (Bettinger, 2011)
Structured Study

• All Incoming Frosh = 8hrs/wk structured study
• Below 2.30GPA = Weekly meetings with advisor and 8hrs/wk structured study
• 2.31GPA – 2.59 = Weekly meetings with advisor and 6hrs/wk structured study
• 2.60GPA – 2.99 = 4hrs/wk structured study
• Above 3.00GPA = Tutoring as desired
Federal Graduation Rates

- Student-Athletes – Counts all SA entering fall of freshman year on athletic aid (scholarship) N=75
- General Student – Counts all frosh that enter in fall (aid or no aid) N=4000
- 6 year window
Graduation Success Rate (GSR)

• Student-Athletes – Counts all SAs entering on aid any term (including transfers)
• Forgiveness for any SA that leaves or transfers eligible
• 6 year window
10 Year Student-Athlete Graduation Rates (GSR) 2005-2015

Academic Year

Percentage of Graduates

Arizona
ASU
Colorado
Oregon
OSU
Stanford
UC Berkeley
UCLA
USC
Utah
Washington
WSU
Academic Progress Rate (APR)

• Must pass a minimum of 6 credits per term
• Average 36 credits per year
• Maintain 2.0 GPA scale after Sophomore year
• Meet bench marks of GE/Major = 40% after 2\textsuperscript{nd} year, 60% after 3\textsuperscript{rd} year, 80% after 4\textsuperscript{th} year
• Must be declared by 7\textsuperscript{th} term
Measures of Success

• 51% of Student-Athletes with a cumulative GPA at or above 3.00

• 90% Graduation Rate for Student-Athletes that exhaust eligibility and remain at University of Oregon.

• 97 Academic All-American Awards given at UO since 1952, 30 almost \( \frac{1}{3} \) received since Jaqua center opened 5 yrs ago

• The Graduation Success Rate (80% Ave.) over last 5 years exceeds general student graduation rate.

• Most Recent Academic Progress Rate (APR) was 981 (current) 8 of 18 teams achieved a perfect APR.
Evaluation and Review

• Annual Review by Lorraine Davis, Special Assistant to President and Provost
• Annual Student-Athlete Surveys
• Pac 12 Review
• Evaluations, Reviews and Surveys posted on Provost website
Compliance

- Quarterly Sign-offs GPA and Credits
- Annual Sign-offs by Department for progress
- Weekly Compliance and SSA meeting
Student-Athlete Concerns

• Mental health issues
• Course availability
• Transitional opportunities
• Graduation and Continuing Ed.
Thank You!